
Lot # Cat Description Reserve Country
4 A Aland (1984-1999) and Faroes (1975-2000), fine mint and used near 

complete for periods covered with a few extras. Commem sets, Mini 
Sheets and Frama type issues on 65 pages in a red ring binder. High 
original cost.

£230 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

14 A British Commonwealth, Mixture in a blue stock book with BAT, 
Ceylon, India, Rhodesia, South Africa, SWA, Tristan and Namibia 
spotted, good to fine used, early to modern with £1 values seen. STC 
£3,340

£340 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

21 E Commonwealth thematic 'Leaders of the World' U/m all different 
collection with trains, royalty, sports, cars, ships planes and we 
spotted Elvis as well! 18 sides with 140 sets and 9 Mini Sheets, face 
value as issued was circa £350

£65 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

25 A Europa issues 1956 - 1971 fine used and looks virtually complete for 
the period covered in the special printed Lindner dual safe album. A 
quite lovely lot with only fine used stamps seen. Well over 50 pages 
with the latter pages containing extras beyond the core pages with 
sheetlets and some covers. Includes all the good early sets, 
Luxembourg for 1956 and 1957/8 (Cat £163 alone), many hundreds 
of stamps and very cheap reserve. 

£50 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

26 A Europa Issues, 1971 - 1983 in 44 sided binder includes Andorra )Cat 
£190), all fine mint plus covers and cards etc and some sheetlets. 
Huge cat value.

£250 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

27 E Europe, a Selection of 20 postal auction lots, cat from £39 to £260 
each, all fully described mostly mint with a few good to fine used. 
Includes Austria, Liechtenstein, France, Netherlands, Portugal, Saar, 
Switzerland and Vatican. Various sets and singles on stock cards, STC 
£2,740

£400 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

28 E Europe, a Selection of six better sets and singles all cat between 
£225 - £475 each; Hungary 1932 Madonna; Austria 1950 (cat £475), 
Luxembourg 1956 Europa; Saar 1950 Europa pairs and Syrian Army 
pairs (Cat £300), all fully described in lot, STC £1,948

£280 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

29 A European collection of 'Europa' theme issues in blue Lighthouse 
printed pages with a space for every issued stamp. Pages from the 
first Europa issues in 1956, through to 1968 (13 years). Stamps are in 
Hawid mounts and those checked were fine unmounted mint. 
Album is missing only the very expensive 1956 Luxembourg issue 
and is complete for all other issues as required by the pages. 
Includes a few extras such as Herm Island and a Stampex souvenir 
sheet issue. Good quality and ideal for continuation and completion 
if you already have or are minded to acquire the missing 
Luxembourg set . Good lot and looks very cheaply reserved at under 
£8 a year. 

£90 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

41 A Pacific Islands, an ex dealers stock of mint and sued from Nauru, 
New Hebrides, Niue, Norfolk's, Papua, Pitcairn & New Guinea.  
Modest duplication in places with decent ranges across the board. 
95% looks to be QEII material with the odd earlier seen. Several 
hundreds including sets etc. Will break well for resale on ebay. It 
adds up!

£130 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH
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43 A QEII period mint collection for the British Commonwealth to circa 
1969 in three New Age printed albums. Over 6,300 stamps with 
many sets. Includes Ascension 1963 birds; High cat Australia postage 
dues; AAT complete; Falklands 1960 Birds set; GB with several 
different Wilding sets and some phosphors, KUT apparently 
complete, Malayan States with many $5, Malta 1956/7 set; NZ 1953-
7 set; N. Borneo 1954/7 set; N Rhodesia 1953 and 1963 sets, PNG 
complete except 2 dues; Rhodesia missing just 1 stamp, Tonga basic 
stamps complete, Sierra Leone 1956, 1961 and 1963 sets etc. Lots of 
extra shades noted throughout. High cat lot and with a much 
reduced reserve.

£1,200 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

48 A Southern Europe - 62 side blue stock book, early to modern, mint 
and sued includes Malta, Vatican, San Marino, Italian Cols., 
Yugoslavia, Bosnia and Serbia. Early to circa 2002 includes Mini 
Sheets and better. Heavy volume ideal for retail or collection, needs 
viewing to appreciate.

£320 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

55 E French, 1979 and 1980 Europa issues in full sheets of 50 U/M, 
SGF295-6 and F303/4, Cat £667

£80 ANDORRA

56 E French, 197e Europa issue, SGF262-3 x 30 U/M (3 sheets of 10 sets), 
Cat £570

£75 ANDORRA

57 S SG98/109, George VI definitive set complete, most including £1 
value are lightly mounted mint. Cat £130

£46 ANTIGUA

58 E 1930-31 Revolution issue, complete set of 19 values plus the 6 colour 
changes also. SG592/616 all fine mint and overprinted 'MUESTRA' 
(Specimen). A rare set in any state and even scarcer as 'Specimens'. 
Fresh appearance and striking. Truly scarce and rarely available.

£300 ARGENTINA

61 E 1997 The Dreaming 45c Dumbi the Owl IMPERFORATE TRAFFIC 
LIGHT BLOCK OF 4 left hand marginal block from the only sheet 
believed to exist, unmounted mint SG1704a

£375 AUSTRALIA

63 A Fine used collection to around 1990 in the Stanley Gibbons printed 
album. Includes many sets. Early pages empty, stamps start in 1932, 
many hundreds in here and the quality is much better than usually 
seen. Very clean lot. Album has catalogue prices in pencil which can 
be erased leaving no trace.  Nice lot for continuation / expansion. 
Reserve looks very reasonable for the quantity and quality on offer.

£90 AUSTRALIA

64 S SB28, George VI period 2/6d booklet all stamps with inverted 
watermark. Lovely fresh condition, has some hinge marks on 
reverse not detracting from appearance at all. Nice item, cat £110

£50 AUSTRALIA

65 E SG1201A, 1990 $20 Painting high value x 26 good to very fine used 
copies, all with circular postmarks. Suit reseller, Cat £260+

£18 AUSTRALIA

66 S SG132/136, 1935-6 Kangaroo set to 10/- good to fine used, all with 
circular cancels. 10/- has one fractionally indented perf at left, 
otherwise fine. (5 stamps). 

£100 AUSTRALIA

67 E SG1327qb, 1992 45c Wild Animals booklet pane of 5 with the 1992 
Exhibition Logo, completely IMPERFORATE in error. Spectacular 
item compared to the die cut perforations of the normal pane, rare.

£180 AUSTRALIA

68 S SG137, 1935£1 Grey, very fine used with part 'Airmail' CDS cancel, £130 AUSTRALIA

70 E SG498ab, 1971 Christmas issue, half pane of 25 stamps u/m £12 AUSTRALIA
72 S SGD32, 2/- Emerald green postage due block of four fine used on 

small fragment. An attractive and seldom seen multiple, cat £108+
£36 AUSTRALIA

73 S SGMS106A, 1928 Stamp Exhibition miniature sheet, lightly mounted 
mint.

£44 AUSTRALIA



74 E New South Wales - 1843 wrapper with part contents from Yass to 
Edinburgh, and then redirected to Ballindalloch. Lovely item with 
detailed description and markings including Yass Post paid, Ship 
Letter and reverse arrival mark in London etc. Well worth viewing 
and a superb postal history item

£140 AUSTRALIAN STATES

75 S New South Wales, SG263b, 5/- Lilac, perf 12, lightly mounted mint, 
cat £450. centered low and right, these issues are notorious for 
being such. Good stamp. 

£225 AUSTRALIAN STATES

77 S South Australia, 10/- green mounted mint, impressive looking 
stamp. 

£110 AUSTRALIAN STATES

78 S South Australia, SG14, 1d light yellow-green (1st issue) rouletted, 
lightly mounted mint , 3½ margins, cat £1,000. Fresh colour and a 
not often seen stamp.

£210 AUSTRALIAN STATES

79 S South Australia, SG196A, 5/- 'Long tom' perf 11½ - 12½ fine 
mounted mint

£46 AUSTRALIAN STATES

81 S South Australia, SG87, 2/- carmine lightly mounted mint £75 AUSTRALIAN STATES
82 S South Australia, SG90, 1d Bright Green, perf 10, fresh mounted mint 

with strong colour.
£110 AUSTRALIAN STATES

83 S South Australia, SGO74, 5d violet official, Perf 15, very lightly 
mounted mint.

£50 AUSTRALIAN STATES

84 A 1918-1940 mint and used collection on 35 pages in a black Lindner 
album. Wide ranges with High cat items (up to £150 per set / item 
spotted). Good collection of the period for continuation / expansion 
/ completion.

£150 AUSTRIA

85 E 1947-57 mint and used selection on stock cards with slight 
duplication. Strong commems and charities, mostly good to fine, 
ideal for reseller, Cat £1,104

£90 AUSTRIA

86 E 1948-1967 good to fine used remaindered stock on sheets. From 
Costumes to 10sch, items cat up to £30 each, lots of variety only 
small duplication, Cat £725

£90 AUSTRIA

87 E 1950 - 1955 between SG1222 and 1278 on 5 pages. Looks fairly 
complete for this period mainly fine mint with a few used Costumes. 
74 stamps total Cat £672

£80 AUSTRIA

88 A 1960's - 1980's U/M stock (up to 5 of each) in 20 side blue stock 
book. Commems and definitives to 50sch face. Nice retail stock, STC 
£3,102

£380 AUSTRIA

89 A Davo Volume II boxed printed album with a mint and used collection 
1945 - 1980's. A few odds in places but a quite well filled volume 
with many sets. We counted over 1,100 stamp in this album and 
there are better amongst. Cat value not stated but will be a fair sum 
with think, album has a dust cover.

£50 AUSTRIA

91 E SG431/6, 2010 70th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain, set of six 
stamps in sheetlets of six with decorative 'Spitfire' borders. Cat 
£90++

£30 B.I.O.T.

97 S SG26w 4d bright rose Watermark Crown 'CC' inverted and reversed, 
very good used with A05 numeral obliterator. Cat £250

£44 BAHAMAS

100 S SG42x 1d scarlet-vermilion Perf 14 , crown CA watermark reversed. 
listed but unpriced in SG Part 1. Additionally this stamp has part 
double lined letters in watermark from central position in sheet 
adjacent to margin. A most interesting stamp! Cats £600 mint, 
unpriced used in Part One.

£90 BAHAMAS

102 S SG271/82 George VI second definitive set fine used, cat £75 £26 BARBADOS
103 S SG3 50k yellow imperforate unmounted mint block of 18 stamps. 

Cat £162+
£36 BATUM

104 S SG89, 5/- Seahorse, fine used with a double ring cds cancellation. 
Cat £275

£140 BECHUANALAND



109 E 1865 to 1949 only, three well filled album pages with 112 stamps, 
mostly used, odd mint hiding here and there. Condition better than 
usually seen for this period and the earlies not bad at all with some 
nice looking stamps. Includes a fine mint set of the 1948 Royal 
Wedding. A few damaged stamps have not been counted in cat 
value which is over £1,100. A nice one country lot being cleared by a 
collector.

£100 BERMUDA

110 S SB1, 1948 5/- Booklet, very fine and fresh. Quite an elusive item, cat 
£140

£70 BERMUDA

111 S SB2, 1948 George VI booklet, two different copies, one stapled at 
left, the other stapled at right, not described as such in SG but 
clearly produced that way. Cat £300.

£150 BERMUDA

112 S SG114b, 2/- perf 14¼ line block of four mint, at least two stamps 
(arguably all four) are U/M. usual gum toning for this elusive stamp. 
Cat £1,400+ A rare block indeed.

£500 BERMUDA

113 S SG25, 2d Blue WMK 'Crown CA' a fine fresh mounted mint pair. 
Excellent colour.

£75 BERMUDA

114 S SG3, 1865-1903 2d dull blue (crown CC watermark). Fine mounted 
mint, just 2 toned perf tips not visible from the front, cat £475

£50 BERMUDA

115 S SG52ba, 4/- MCA Wmk with 'Break in scroll' variety. Quite lightly 
mounted mint. Reverse has a tiny gum tone affecting one perf. 
Facially very good appearance. Cat £300

£90 BERMUDA

116 S SG54s, 10/- George V key plate design with MCA watermark,  
'overprinted SPECIMEN' very fresh colours, mounted mint. 

£80 BERMUDA

117 S SG55, King George V, £1 purple and black / red, lightly mounted 
mint. Watermark multiple crown CA. Cat £275

£120 BERMUDA

118 S SG92g, George V 10/- Key plate, sound used copy with cancel well 
clear of profile, cat £275

£90 BERMUDA

119 S SG93b, 12/6d fiscally used example displaying 'Broken Crown & 
Scroll'. Nice listed variety, which cats £950. Very realistic reserve.

£100 BERMUDA

120 E QV to GV only  on 7 stock sheet sides removed from a book. A 
duplicated in places hoard laid out with some identification to the 
earlier issues (not guaranteed) but a few checked seemed 
reasonable. The earlies of considerable catalogue value (not stated) 
although as always with these somewhat complicated issues in 
mixed condition. A good starter.

£225 BRITISH GUIANA

121 S Eritrea, SGE10var, Murray Payne CW11b. 2/6d green with 'T Guide 
Mark in hair' variety, very lightly mounted mint, cat £125.

£60 BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN COLONIES

123 S Tripolitania, SGTD6/10, 1950 Postage Due set mounted mint, cat 
£100

£38 BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN COLONIES

124 S SG21, 1/- green, three margins and an attractive used copy. Has a 
reverse thin not showing at all on the front, but reserved 
accordingly, Cat £700

£60 C.O.G.H.

125 S SG5 1d rose (pale shade) superb used for this, three margins with a 
lovely inverted 1865 cds cancel. Rare to find this so nicely cancelled, 
Cat £300

£70 C.O.G.H.

126 S SG8 and SG8a, 1855 - 1863 1/- yellow-green and 1/- dark green, 
both nicely used copies with three good margins. Cat £850, pretty !

£275 C.O.G.H.

127 S Vryburg, SG2, 1d rose fine used, cat £100 £44 C.O.G.H.
130 S SG211, 10c reddish - purple, the better of the two shades of this 

stamp, with 1979 Brandon certificate of expertisation. Lightly 
mounted mint.

£60 CANADA

131 S SGR9, 8c Dull Blue Registered stamp, good used with the usual 
obliterator, nice colour. A surprisingly awkward adhesive and not 
often seen. Cat £275

£80 CANADA



132 E 1947 New Constitution and 1949 First Anniv. Of Independence sets 
both in contemporary colour illustrated Presentation Folders. The 
latter has the set in a brown envelope ready to be mounted in the 
spaces in the leaflet. Very nice George VI period items and quite 
unusual.

£10 CEYLON

133 E Collection on 'Britannia' printed album pages to George VI only. 
Mint and used, with over 100 Queen Victoria including 21 Chalon 
types. 115 George V including mint values to 1R. George VI to 5R 
mint lots of perforation varieties (incs 7 x SG387a cat £17 each). 
Over 140 GVI in total. This lot includes some sets, mixed condition 
but many are okay / fine. Ideal to break or continue. High cat 
assumed.

£300 CEYLON

134 S SG3a, 1857-59 2c Yellowish green imperforate with four good 
margins. Fresh mounted mint with RPS certificate of genuiness. 
Lovely condition for this issue, cat £500

£250 CEYLON

135 S SG50ew 1863-65 2d Grey green INVERTED WATERMARK with large 
part original gum. A scarce adhesive, Cat £950

£140 CEYLON

136 S Two of the very scarcest perforation varieties from the George VI 
set; SG387A 3c Perf 13 x 13½ and 50c SG394A Perf 13 x 13½. Both 
decent mint copies of fresh appearance. Cat £725 total and both 
quite elusive. The 50c quite lightly mounted with a minor gum bend 
mentioned for accuracy that could easily be missed and but a scarce 
item nonetheless.

£150 CEYLON

137 S ½c Local Post Newspaper Wrapper showing impressed albino oval 
cachet and Shanghai bilingual CDS in blue, very fine condition for 
this. Nice clean item.

£60 CHINA

140 S Japanese Occupation (Nanking & Shanghai), SG87, 1943/5 $5,000 
on $10 Dah Tung, violet & green with watermark, Perf 14. Looks 
U/M with slight gum ageing. Cat £375.

£90 CHINA

142 E MS4515, 2000 5ifth Philatelic Federation Congress Peking Miniature 
Sheet, but overprinted in gold with text plus exhibition logo (see 
note in catalogue). Box of 100 sheets unmounted mint. Unusual to 
find like this. Basic sheet cat £12, logo version does not have a price 
but is a more limited item.

£300 CHINA

143 E SG4387a, 1999 50th Anniversary of People's Republic (Ethnic 
groups), sheet of 56 stamps u/m x 4 sheets, cat £220

£60 CHINA

144 S Sinkiang - SG94, block of four, 1938 2c green 'Double Ring Emblem' 
with Shanghai Overprint, fine unmounted mint. Cat £680+

£200 CHINA

151 E John Player & Sons, 1939 Uniforms of the Territorial Army set of 50 
in 5 polyprotec leaves, cat £45+

£12 CIGARETTE CARDS

152 E R. J. Lea Ltd., 1913 Old Pottery & Porcelain (5th Series), Set of 50 
cards in generally good condition. Cat £70+

£24 CIGARETTE CARDS

154 E Taddy & Co., 1902 V.C. Heroes (numbers 41 - 60), set of 20 in two 
polyprotec display pages. Very scarce set, some cards with signs of 
wear , scuffs and rounded corners to be expected with a set of this 
age but overall a very good set and very difficult to find complete. 
Cat £460 (Murray) , scarce set.

£110 CIGARETTE CARDS

157 E An interesting and likely unique Item. This is the 1947 Red Cross 
Fund obligatory tax design. A large hand - painted and highly 
detailed 'PROOF' on card in red and pink. This is quite large 
(241mm x 187mm) and is almost identical to the issued design 
(SG671). Minor imperfections and mostly on reverse where the item 
had previously been stuck to an album page, which is still attached. 
Still a very striking item and an important work of art on the Red cross 
theme.

£50 COLOMBIA



159 B Including Turkish Cyrus, medium brown carton with carry handles. A 
duplicate remaindered dealers stock in four stock binders, from 
Victorian issues to modern. Up to George VI, mint and used, QEII 
period is primarily U/M only. Later periods includes blocks. Three 
albums are Cyprus up to 2006, one album of Turkish Cyprus issues 
from 1975 to 2006.  This is an extensive lot and will break well, 
several thousand stamps in all and most is fine U/M. Ideal for 
reseller to sell as sets or make up run through's etc. High cat value 
here. Cheap reserve

£180 CYPRUS

161 S Stock card with four Victorian used stamps, three copies of the ½d 
Emerald Green' watermarked Crown CA, which catalogue £500 
each. One with Limassol CDS, one Larnaca CDS and one duplex. Also 
SG17b, 30 Paras good used with the ' Damaged US' variety. Nice lot 
total cat value is £2,000.

£250 CYPRUS

162 A Specialised definitives collection in green stock book. 1940's to top 
values, booklets and a  few Air Cinderella's noted also. Interesting 
lot.

£140 DENMARK

163 S MS815, 1982 George Washington anniversary miniature sheet, 
completely imperforate. Fine unmounted mint.

£30 DOMINICA

164 S SG115/119, 1928 Private Air Company SCADTA surch set of 5, fresh  
mounted mint, Cat £700

£180 ECUADOR

167 E SGG26/G40, 1954-62 Ship definitive set, fresh mounted mint on 
album page, mounted in Hawid mounts. Cat £225

£55 FALKLAND DEPS

168 E SGG26a, G27b and G28a, the Ship definitives, three 'De La Rue' 
printed values each in  a 3 x 3, block of nine stamps U/M. Cat £243. 
Attractive.

£46 FALKLAND DEPS

169 E 2018 issues fine used on two part wrappers removed from a 
registered parcel. Includes six full sets of stamps; 70th Anniv of 
FIGAS, 75th Anniv of D-Day; Feathers: Fox Bay Post Office; 
Landscapes and Wrecks. In addition there are £3.50, £1.20 and £1 
values of the current Bird Definitive issue. All stamps have neat cds 
cancels and are genuine postally used, the Registration label is still 
affixed. High face value , a very collectable country and very difficult 
to source.

£25 FALKLAND ISLANDS

170 S SG33x/34 Queen Victoria 6d Orange-Yellow (WMK reversed) and 
Yellow shades, both fine used with circular postmarks, SG33x has 
part of the marginal / interpanneau watermark. Separator line

£36 FALKLAND ISLANDS

172 S 1959, Air Surcharge 45m on 34m, SG600, fine u/m. Nice copy of an 
awkward value.(1)

£30 FINLAND

173 A 14 sides blue stock book, fine mint plus a few sued blocks. Strong 
post 1960, of note Postage Dues to 3F mauve; Unesco; WW2 airs; 
1964 Philatex block of 6 used (cat £174)

£140 FRANCE

174 E 1937 International Philatelic Exhibition Paris Miniature sheet 
inscribed "PEXIP" SGMS581, fine unmounted mint,  Cat.£600 as 
mounted mint.

£140 FRANCE

176 E 1946-53 Postage Due set to 100f, SGD985-96 all in unmounted mint 
corner marginal blocks of 4 except 50f, nice assembly. Cat.£800.    
(48)

£70 FRANCE

178 E Back of the book material on 2 stock pages. One page has 15 or so 
stamp exhibition sheetlets between 1980 and 1999. We spotted 
Yvert 4-5 Ostfront set of 2 U/M; 1941 Solidarity set U/M; 1941 
Outremer set; 1940 Militaire stamp U/M; 1988 Reims Blocks (Yvert 
G39/40) - one value is creased; 1960 Postage Dues Yv D1474/78 (Cat 
£400) etc. Good lot, STC £1,200

£95 FRANCE

180 E Selection of airmail issues 1934 - 1999, mainly mint from 1946 
(values to 200Fr,; 1949 UPU  500Fr; 1960 decimals to 10Fr; 1968-9 
values to 20Fr, 1985 to 30Fr.  46 items, Cat £594

£75 FRANCE



181 S Sg131, 5f Lilac grey / greyish Napoleon high value. Very fresh 
mounted mint, one of the key stamps of French philately. Has a 
minute thin which is very hard to see and a few minor reverse 
adhesions which are normal for this stamp. Cat £7,000

£1,250 FRANCE

182 S SG224 1F Peace & Commerce type 'IMPERFORATE' and very scarce 
as such, type I, mounted mint, cat £500

£80 FRANCE

184 S French Equatorial Africa, SG117a, 35c with overprint doubled 
variety, very fine used. The basic stamp catalogues £3 mint and £8 
used. The variety is catalogued £400 mint but unpriced used. Given 
the cat values, highly likely that this would be more highly rated 
used. Nice stamp with cds postmark well clear of the variety. Looks 
cheap!

£90 FRENCH COLONIES

185 S French Equatorial Africa, SG137Ba, 2f15 'Libre' overprint doubled 
variety, fine unmounted mint, cat £70

£24 FRENCH COLONIES

187 E French Somali Coast; The France Libre overprint issue, SG numbers 
302, 303, 306, 308, 311, 313, 316, 321 and 325, nine different values 
in 'matching' fine used c.t.o. pairs from the left hand margin of the 
sheet with selvedge attached. Each pair has the stamp attached to 
the margin showing the variety 'Dropped E in France' when 
compared to the other stamp attached. Unlisted by SG, but given 
the matching format as presented here almost certainly this was a 
'constant variety' affecting all values and may well be known / listed 
elsewhere. The 4F value in particular is an awkward stamp used (cat 
£80 as a single). The total catalogue value of this lot is £330+ as just 
used stamps making no allowance for the potential upside from the 
overprint varieties.  Unusual..

£90 FRENCH COLONIES

188 E Monaco - 1946 Child Welfare oversized composite die proof 
(epreuve de luxe) showing all six values SG313/8 imperforate in 
issued colours and size. Fine and Fresh and a nice item.

£50 FRENCH COLONIES

189 E Monaco - 1949 Centenary of Prince Albert sunken die proof 
(Epreuve de luxe) of 5f Prince Albert's Steam Yacht. Printed in black, 
yellow and pale red. The issued stamp SG378 was monochrome in 
scarlet. A striking thematic in very fine condition.

£38 FRENCH COLONIES

190 E Senegal, 1906 Scenes set 18 values to 5Fr. All very fresh colours and 
mounted mint, except for 2c, 5c, 15c, 25c and 35c which are used 
(with circular cancels). Cat £275+

£46 FRENCH COLONIES

191 E Syria, 1942 Air issues imperforate sheetlets of the 6p, 10p and 15p 
very fine u/m as issued. Scarce, unlisted SG but cat 1,750+ Euros in 
Ceres.

£400 FRENCH COLONIES

192 E West Africa, 1945 Air 5f50, 50F and 100F 'Epreuves De Luxe printed 
on card with embossed logo at lower left in the issued colours, as 
SG24-6. Fine condition

£40 FRENCH COLONIES

195 S SG13a, 1880-81 2d Rose, watermark sideways mounted mint. A very 
light horizontal gum bend not particularly obvious. Good colour, cat 
£250

£38 GAMBIA

196 S German South West Africa, SG32 5m Lozenge watermark, very good 
used correctly cancelled with 2 cds's as required by prevailing 
instructions. Cat £550.

£130 GERMAN COLONIES

197 S Post Offices in the Turkish Empire, SG8, 2½pi on 50pf grey-green, 
fine used, cat £225

£80 GERMAN COLONIES

198 E Berlin, 1949 - 1957 between SGB25 and B169, Fine mint (some U/M) 
near complete collection from 1949 UPU, Views to 5DM, overprints 
and Relief Fund Mini Sheet SGB70A, 126 stamp cat £5,830

£700 GERMANY

199 E Berlin, 1953 - 1970 mint stock, much U/M between SGB110 and 
B344, up to 6 of each with many sets on 7 stock card sides. Cat 
£1,089

£120 GERMANY



200 E Berlin, 1970 - 1980, between SGB345 and B598, U/M range 
duplicated between 3 and 8 of most, thematic gold on stock sheets, 
Cat £1,429

£160 GERMANY

201 E Berlin, 1979 - 1990, between SGB582 and B580 U/M stock with 2 - 6 
of each, sets, singles, defins and M/S, ideal for a reseller, cat £1,795

£200 GERMANY

202 E Berlin, better period items but mint no gum, includes 1949 UPU set 
to 5DM, Berlin opts, Goethe and relief fund sets also Baden, 
Wurttemburg and Rheinland items, Cat as mint £4,082, low estimate 
reflects condition

£200 GERMANY

203 S BRITISH & AMERICAN ZONES- 1948-50 Cologne Cathedral 60pf type 
I, perf 14, SG128a & A32ab, lightly mtd mint and 1DM Type V p.14 
fine u/m .Cat £200+

£30 GERMANY

205 S East Germany, MSE233a, 1955 Engels anniversary miniature sheet. 
Unmounted mint, cat £100

£30 GERMANY

206 S MS637, 1937 Hitler's Culture Fund miniature sheet, rouletted. Very 
light gum bend at lower right otherwise fine U/M

£38 GERMANY

208 E REVENUES- 1928 "Bill Exchange Tax" set of 16, with values 
expressed in Reichspfennig & Reichsmark, 0.10RM to 0.80RM in light 
green, 1RM to 50RM light blue & 100RM to 500RM in brown orange, 
blue & dark green, affixed to thick card and each diagonally 
overprinted "Wertlos" (Erler-Norton AJ 267-82) fine impressed 
Reichsdruckie EI Direktion at base, fine and appealing presentation 
item and rarely available or seen.

£150 GERMANY

209 E REVENUES- 1929 "Statistical Fees" 5Rpf, 10Rpf & 50Rpf Grey plus 
1Rm & 5Rm Carmine together with "Income Tax" 1925-27 0.10Rm to 
2Rm set of 5 in various colours. Each affixed to large thick card and 
overprinted Wertloss, fine impressed Reichsdruckerie Direktion at 
base, fine and rare item.

£60 GERMANY

210 S SG1005/6, 1951 Charity Pair, Lubeck cathedral blocks of four 
unmounted mint, cat £1,200+

£150 GERMANY

211 S SG27a, 1872 Large eagle 9K deep brown shade, fine used. Cat £800 £175 GERMANY

212 A West & Berlin, 1949 - 1956 only, West Germany, various U/M (cat 
£2130 where identified), Berlin u/m (cat £1,400+) and West 
Germany fine used 9Cat £3,150+). All laid out in small green stock 
book. Nice lot with total cat £6,680.

£240 GERMANY

215 A West Germany - Collection in hinge less Light house album with 
complete fine used ranges of sets & MSs from 1987-2000, with 
better including 1990 Youth MS, 1991 Sport, Butterflies, 1992 
Moths, 1997 Mills, 1998 Cartoons and 2000 World Fair, (1 set u/m), 
lovely clean lot with a catalogue value of £1,400+ (100s)

£70 GERMANY

217 A West Germany collection in 2 albums, fair to fine sued from earlies 
through to 1992 on 170 pages. Very high cat (some sets cat up to 
£70).

£240 GERMANY

218 A WEST GERMANY- Comprehensive collection in hinge less Lighthouse 
album spanning 1949-1986 all fine used incl. 1949 Opening of 
Parliament, 1st Relief Fund and UPU, 1950 Bach, 1951 St. Mary's 
Church and 1951-52 Posthorns  etc. Then complete from 1953 
through to 1986 incl. MSs, Catalogue value up to mid 50s is 
£1,800++, the rest not catalogued but must be substantially more.   
(100s)

£100 GERMANY

219 A West Germany -Used collection 1949 to 1990's. Over 100 A4 pages 
in a black 2 ring binder. Good early section with several sets fine 
used. Loads of stamps here the vast majority in fine condition 
includes some miniature sheets. A deceptively good lot based on 
the quantity it contains and the catalogue value which will add up 
(not calculated)

£60 GERMANY



220 E West Germany, 1949 - 1954, near complete collection mainly in sets 
mint and used. Includes 1961 Posthorn, 1954 Heuss and others 
between SG1033 and SG1151, STC £6,038

£650 GERMANY

222 A West Germany, 1960-1990, U/M range of definitives, duplicated 
with many coil strips and plate blocks in 20 sided stock book, STC 
£3,870.

£380 GERMANY

223 A West Germany, 1960-1991 in large stock book. Fine mint, mainly 
U/M, various duplicated sets etc. A few gum bends but quality 
generally good with Commems and Charity issues. Good thematics 
and STC £9665.

£960 GERMANY

224 A West Germany, 1995/96 Commems and Defs U/M, all different in 
sheetlets of 10 and M/S x 5 of each. In sets in two binders. Original 
face value 2,982DM, Cat as stamps £4,000

£500 GERMANY

225 S West Germany, SG1058, 1951-52 70pf Posthorn, mtd. Mint, Cat £550 £130 GERMANY
228 E George VI definitive issue only on three album pages laid out in SG 

catalogue number order. This collection is both mint and used and 
includes all of the different shade, watermark and perforation varieties 
as listed in the Part One catalogue. All stamps are written up on the 
pages with descriptions indicating the perforation / shade differences 
etc. It includes SG123a the 1½d carmine perforation 13½ (cat £275) 
and SG124ab 2d grey perforation 13½ with watermark sideways (cat 
£800). They are the two most expensive stamps to acquire in this set. 
. The 2d was issued in coils and this stamp is a 'coil join' example and 
slightly trimmed perforations at top which often happens with coil 
stamps, nevertheless a nice fresh copy of the most elusive George VI 
basic stamp of this reign. The overall condition is good with many nice 
cds cancels on the used stamps. The total catalogue value exceeds 
£2,900 based on the individual stamp prices. A rare opportunity to 
buy completeness.

£900 GIBRALTAR

229 S SG125a 3d blue perforation 14, mounted mint (lightly so), a light 
overall gum tone often seen with this stamp, fully allowed for by 
vendor. cat £130

£12 GIBRALTAR

230 S SG22, lower marginal plate block of ten stamps (2 x 5), fine 
unmounted mint. Nice item displaying 'GENTS FOR' watermark in 
the marginal selvedge. 

£42 GIBRALTAR

232 E Album page of the King George V 1913 - 1921 issue, containing 22 
stamps all mounted mint with many including several of the better 
values. Includes a full set SG71/84 (20/- is lightly mtd) plus various 
extra listed shades, papers and dies, includes 2/- Die II (cat £180), 2 x 
5/- and 3 x 10/- value. A very nice page of stamps, cat exceeds £650

£300 GOLD COAST

234 S SG100, 15/- dull purple & green Die I, Lightly mounted mint, cat 
£200. An awkward stamp to locate.

£100 GOLD COAST

235 S SG100a, 15/- dull purple & green, Die II, very good sued with parts of 
two cds cancels.

£300 GOLD COAST

236 S SG102, 1921 George V, £2 green & orange Die I, lightly mounted 
mint. Fresh colours, lovely stamp, cat £600

£325 GOLD COAST

237 S SG131, 1938 5/- Olive-green & carmine, perforation 12, u/m with 
very light even honeyed gum, quite usual for this issue. Cat £110

£30 GOLD COAST

238 S SG19 and 19a, QV 2/- yellow brown and deep brown shades both 
mounted mint, cat £170

£60 GOLD COAST

239 E SG38/48 set (missing 2½d which cats £6) fine mounted mint, the top 
values are very lightly mounted. 13 stamps in all with extra 3d and 
6d plus a used 1d value. Cat well over £400 and wonderfully fresh, 
premium material.

£200 GOLD COAST

240 E SG49/57, 1904 - 06 Edward VII set complete mounted mint on 
album page. The 2/6d value could almost pass as U/M but we think 
it is very lightly mounted. Cat £190

£90 GOLD COAST

241 S 1923, 50L on 50L Revolution surcharge on SG39 of Crete, fresh 
mounted mint, a very rare stamp, Cat £1,600

£210 GREECE



242 A 1980 - 1989 unmounted mint sets and miniature sheets plus some 
perforation and imperforate variants.  A good amount of the stamps 
for this period. Cat £774 five years ago, so possibly some upside to 
that figure. Presented in a red Stanley Gibbons brand 8 page (16 
sides) stock book

£130 GREECE

243 A Collection 1861 to circa 1970 in somewhat battered 32 page stock - 
book, which is reasonably well filled throughout. Mint and used, 
with the earlier periods mainly used, and the later more usually 
mint. Mixed condition throughout, but we guess there are over 
1,000 stamps. Includes 96 Large Hermes Head types (all used) with 
values up to 80l; 54 imperf small Hermes heads with values to 50l; 
21 perf small Hermes heads; 1926 Air set (poor mint condition); 
plenty of other values and sets and very good variety. Potential for 
finds in the Hermes heads which we have not checked. Sensible 
reserve, large quantity and high cat value.

£175 GREECE

245 S SG341var, 1923 10 lepta on 20l Bright Violet, surcharge doubled 
variety, a little faint but clearly doubled. If we were being harsh a 
couple of minor  perf faults and a very minor gum crease, 
nevertheless a nice stamp. U/M

£46 GREECE

246 S SG423, 1927 - 35 25d Acropolis, Type I, fine unmounted mint, Cat 
£300+

£60 GREECE

250 A QV to 1997, mainly used collection although a sprinkling of mint in a 
well filled 16 page brown/tan coloured Compass stock book. 
Generally one of a kind all different. A page of QV to GV, then good 
GVI complete in basic stamps including 23 value definitive set (Cat 
£800) and 1948 RSW pair. Thereafter QEII, 98% complete in basic 
issues and with annotated tabs where there are gaps (very few). A 
nice lot with total cat in the region of £2,400+. Ideal for collector or 
breaking for resale. Most of the QEII period have circular postmarks.

£270 HONG KONG

252 A 1871 - 1948 mint and used collection on 100 pages in a Trident 
album. We note 1871 Heads, some letters and back of book,; 1900 
Heads & Turul; Harvesters from 1916; Air overprints; 1918 Royalty, 
1919 Marx 2 sets (cat £120); 1920 War plus 1921 - 25 commems; 
1925 Sports (Cat £110); 1927 Airs m & u; 1932 Madonna (cat £100); 
1933 Air used (Cat £250); then comprehensive to 1949 inc M/S cat 
up to £75 each plus other odd items.

£280 HUNGARY

253 A 1900-1964 mint and sued ex fair dealer stock in large stock book. 
Includes Turul Flood Relief Parliament, 1920's commems and airs; 
1930 Madonna, fair to fine, literally thousands of stamps

£300 HUNGARY

254 E 1926 Madonna high values, 1p, 2p and 5p, SG476-8 mtd. Mint with 
hinge remains, Cat £195

£32 HUNGARY

259 S SG535/8, 1932 Madonna & Child set U/M, one of the key sets in any 
Hungarian collection, cat £545

£180 HUNGARY

260 A Lighthouse printed hinge-less album in green padded binder with 
pages from 1873 to circa 1999. Contains a mint and used collection 
of the period, although we would say three quarters is used. Stamps 
start at 1876, sparse in the early areas, but very comprehensive 
from 1948 to circa 1991 with no obvious gaps. Overall we counted 
850+ items and the album is in good condition. A nice one country 
collection for expansion, completion and / or continuation. A 
valuable lot and cheap reserve for this quantity of different items.

£150 ICELAND



261 A Remaindered used collection in boxed Lighthouse printed album. 
1873 to 1990's. Picked over but some decent items remain. Includes 
a defective but fair looking 1873 2sk blue used (cat £2,200) and 
plenty of other sets / items which cat £30 - £50 or more. The period 
from 1947 to 1979 largely complete and cats £379 according to 
vendor. Many hundreds of stamps and virtually all different. 
Probably cats well over £3,000+, Nice basis for an Icelandic 
collection. 

£175 ICELAND

262 S SG1, rare stamp, good looking used example with excellent colour. 
Has been thinned and repaired, nevertheless an awkward stamp to 
locate, Cat £2,250

£110 ICELAND

265 E Including States on 9 A4 sides, well filled with used issues in 
duplication; three of the sides are Victorian issues with over 150+ 
stamps. States material is two sides and majority is early periods, 
duplicated but chance of finds and postmarks. A most interesting lot 
for sorting with we suspect value to be extracted.

£150 INDIA

266 A QV to 1970's collection, including some Indian States in a green SG 
'Senator' spring back album. Mixed mint and mostly used collection 
with useful run throughs. We spotted GV 25r good used, GVI 25r 
used and a mint cross gutter tete beche block of the 1a red. States 
worth a look and then a few pages of Pakistan & Bahawalpur. 
Probably circa 600+ stamps mostly different.

£100 INDIA

267 S SB22, 1937 1 Rupee booklet in very good condition, but missing 2 
stamps from the first pane, otherwise complete and fine. Cats £500 
complete booklet. 

£80 INDIA

271 S SG305/8, 1948 Gandhi / Independence set of four stamps fresh 
mounted mint, cat £425

£110 INDIA

272 S SG64, 1865 4a green (light gum tone), mtd. Mint,  Cat.£800 £170 INDIA
274 S Chamba, SG068, 1938-40 1r Grey & red-brown 'CHAMBA 

STATE/SERVICE' ovpt. Gutter block of four with interpanneau gutter, 
u/m Cat.£600+

£200 INDIAN STATES

275 S SG148/163, 1899 Definitive issue, fresh mtd. Mint £110 IRAN
277 S Tripolitania, SG197/201 plus E202/03, 1934 , fine mtd. Mint £175 ITALIAN COLONIES
278 S 1914-22 Parcel Post set to 4L, with additional shades and values incl. 

10c, 25c, 50c, 1L x2 & 2L x2, good to fine mtd mint with good 
colours, Cat.£490+. (16 pairs)

£42 ITALY

279 S 1955-81 Concessional Parcel Post with 50L, 75L and 110L Lilac-rose 
SGCP919, 922 and 925 fine mtd mint. We note the 110L is fresh 
unmounted mint, Cat £1,250.

£100 ITALY

280 E 1979 Europa, SG1605/6 x50 sets U/M in complete sheets, cat £257 £40 ITALY

281 E Fine mint selection on album pages ranging 1945-57 with many 
better sets including 1945 Airs to 50L, 1949 Recovery, 1950 Holy 
Year & Radio Conference, 1951 Gymnastic Festival & Verdi. Then 
1952-54 virtually complete plus 1955 definitives to 200L etc.  
C.£1,940+  (c218)

£100 ITALY

282 S SG17, 1865 20c on 15c blue, mounted mint, awkward stamp, Cat 
£900

£120 ITALY

283 S SG326/332, 1932 Dante Alighieri Society 'AIR' set of seven values, 
fine used. Cat £700+, a difficult set thus.

£200 ITALY

284 S SG46, 1890-91 20c on 50c fresh mounted mint cat £600 £60 ITALY
287 S SG80 and SG80y, 1½d green, watermark crown CA (sideways) plus 

watermark sideways inverted & reversed, both good used with 
circular postmarks. Unusual and easily comparable (to the normal 
stamp) variety

£25 JAMAICA

288 E 1957, 1958 and 1959 Philatelic Week sheetlets of 10 stamps U/M. 
1959 has a crease in corner margin not affecting the stamps. All fine 
u/m. SG770, 776 and 803. 

£30 JAPAN



289 E 29 January 2016 - 2 x miniature sheets in hardback presentation 
folder issued as 'Greetings from Japan' . Limited edition 'hot-
stamped with genuine 24 carat gold foil by Cartor security printers. 
Has original certificate of authenticity (dated 16th Jan' plus revised 
certificate dated 29th Jan. Unusual and rarely seen.

£40 JAPAN

290 S SG91a, 5/- on 5/- red, good used with parts of two light postmarks. 
Stamp has the 'EXTRA BAR AT TOP' variety. Cancels on stamp are 
well clear of the variety. A scarce item which catalogues £750

£210 KUWAIT

291 S SG91a, 5r on 5/- with 'Extra Bar at Top' variety good sound used. A 
nice George VI period listed variety.  Cat £700

£150 KUWAIT

292 S SG92, 5c Green and black (used) with superb offset of green frame 
on reverse, unusual and unlisted by SG. Slight toning / stain but a 
visually impressive item.

£26 LABUAN

293 E 1918-1940 on 6 pages, mostly sued, a few mint with some 
duplication. Unchecked for perfs / papers440 stamps and a great 
starter lot for this country.

£80 LATVIA

294 E 1941 (July) Provisional issue5k and 30k Soviet definitive overprint 
'Latviza/ 1941 / I.VII , both stamps in a complete sheet of 100. A few 
minor perf splits but impressive and with full original gum. 

£36 LATVIA

296 S 1902 Edward VII set SG20/8 mounted mint, nice colours cat £120 £40 LEEWARD ISLANDS

297 S King Edward VII Crown CA watermark set of 9 stamps fine mint 
except for the 2d which is very fine used, lightly cancelled with cds 
postmark. SG20/8

£44 LEEWARD ISLANDS

298 S  SG505, 7s Yellow Canary imperforate colour trials x 6, including one 
in the complete design as issued. Bird thematic and would make a 
nice write up on an album page.  Printed on gummed paper. Rarely 
offered.

£26 LESOTHO

299 S SG437, 1s Greater Kestrel, unmounted mint block of six stamps, 
completely imperforate. Upper margin has plate numbers visible. 
Presumably of proof status, nice item to spice up a thematic bird 
collection.

£46 LESOTHO

300 E 1912 Prince John issues in modest duplication, various values to 25h 
(x3), used and unused, a few faults as usual for these, 21 stamps STC 
£1,365.

£130 LIECHTENSTEIN

301 E 1917-20, Postage Due issues between SG7 and 45, mint and used, 
STC £305

£40 LIECHTENSTEIN

302 E 1921 Arms perf 12½ and Perf 9½; 1924 10 overprint; 1925 granite 
paper near complete (missing 7½ SG51b); SG48a and 47b-54b 
(no51b), 55-64a, 65/6 all good to fine mint, Total Cat £837

£140 LIECHTENSTEIN

303 E 1944-1958, fine mint and sued selection on cards. 1944 Views to 
1f50; 3f Air, 1948 Pioneers to 10F; 1951 Agriculture to 1F and others, 
Total cat £847

£95 LIECHTENSTEIN

304 E 1955 Red Cross to 1960 Europa, SG336 to 404 appears complete all 
fine mtd. Mint on 23 pages, Cat £710 (90 items)

£100 LIECHTENSTEIN

305 E 1959-1970, U/M and fine sued on 3 stock cards. includes 1959 Views 
(blocks of 4 (No 4or), wide range of officials and 1965 Madonna, cat 
£322

£48 LIECHTENSTEIN

309 E SG529/532, 1949 Welfare set in U/M corner blocks of f, cat £180 £40 LUXEMBOURG

310 E SG552A-552G, 1962 Philatelic Exhibition Cenifulx set very lightly 
mounted mint, Cat £225

£45 LUXEMBOURG

314 S 1895 - 90 Queen Victoria set of 6 mounted mint. Cat £120 as 
cheapest shade options, attractive set.

£28 MALTA

315 A 1953-1993 in black stock book. Mainly U/M, duplicated including 
mini sheets, STC £3,589

£430 MALTA



316 E 1973 - 1993 duplicated fine used selection includes M/S and 
sheetlets, Cat £393

£55 MALTA

317 E 1984 Air and better commems between SG729 and SG812 including 
some blocks, U/M, cat £164

£36 MALTA

318 E 1985-1987 U/M selection of 14 diff. Sets and M/Sheets, largely in 
blocks of four, cat £285

£50 MALTA

319 E 1987-1990U/M, 17 sets or M/s in marginal corner blocks of four, STC 
£314`

£55 MALTA

320 E Duplicated stock on 12 stock sheet sides, 1965 defs to 5d, SGD21/6 
dues and 1/6 in blocks of four. Includes M/S and 1999 Year pack. 
Some duplication, Cat £543 (many 100's)

£80 MALTA

321 E SG20/29 complete mint and vendor says with all shades as listed in 
SG. They certainly look correct but not guaranteed by us. Also 5/- 
value used but this has a repaired tear. Cat £420 (excluding the 5/-)

£50 MALTA

322 E SG276/90, 1950 George VI second definitive set in unmounted mint 
blocks of four stamps. Most of the blocks are marginal. Very nice 
condition and premium material in this format. Cat £300+

£110 MAURITIUS

323 E 1885 Prince Charles 1c-40c with some duplication all fresh mounted 
mint with hinge remains, Cat £762

£80 MONACO

324 E Early types on stock cards, SG1-7 mostly used Cat £592; 1891 Albert 
values to 5F mint (cat £120) and 5c rose (cat £50), Total Cat £762

£80 MONACO

325 E Stamp Booklets, 10 fresh booklets being SG SB3 to SB12 inclusive. All 
fine and unfolded. Total Cat £173. Get all 10 booklets at once!

£34 MONACO

326 E 1976 Easter, the unissued stamps for 1975, which were 
subsequently issued in 1976 with the dates obliterated etc as 
SG363/6 and MS367. Album page containing the unissued set with 
obliterations omitted, rare and not often seen, cat £320+ if you can 
find them at all.  Fine unmounted mint, an awkward item to source.

£130 MONTSERRAT

327 S Spanish Currency, SG169 40c on 4d Grey-green cylinder block of 6 
stamps, the stamps are U/M the block is lightly hinged in the 
marginal selvedge, basic stamps is cat £40 each so cat £240 as basic 
stamps and this configuration a considerable premium. Nice item

£75 MOROCCO AGENCIES

328 S Spanish, SG144, 10c on 1d scarlet, U/M block of six stamps, very 
nice condition, Cat £228+ (as mtd)

£100 MOROCCO AGENCIES

329 E Spanish; SG172/4, George VI 1940 Postal Centenary, three of the 
four issued, stamps (missing 25c on 2½d blue). 100 of each value, 
fine  unmounted mint, Cat value is £475 and very cheap reserve. 
This is in large block format including margins with at least one 
control piece noted.

£44 MOROCCO AGENCIES

330 S Tangier, SG341/2, 5/- and 10/- both in u/m pairs including R9/3, 
upper stamp in each pair with 'Short 7 in 1957 in the upper stamp. 
Nice positional varieties,

£36 MOROCCO AGENCIES

331 E SG114etc.  1895 Half Pence on six pence surcharge. Bottom left 
quarter sheet of 60 stamps (6 x 10), mostly unmounted mint with a 
few adhesions on a couple of stamps only and a few tone spots 
commensurate with age and not detracting from facial appearance. 
This stamp has many listed varieties and vendor says this block has 
12 different varieties within it. Nice item to study and write up as an 
exhibit. STC £222

£32 NATAL

333 S SG4, 3d rose good to fine used on part envelope. Has a light 
horizontal crease not overly detracting and is a scarce stamp in any 
event. Cat £400

£70 NATAL

335 S SG73/96, 1954 King Tribhuvana definitive set, U/M, a difficult set, 
cat £450+

£225 NEPAL



339 A 1968-1998, mint and used collection in two green albums. Strong 
Commems and has M/S, charities, and self adhesives. Defs to 10g in 
sheetlet form, Cat £1,100

£160 NETHERLANDS

340 E 1970's - 1990's selection of 14 sets x six of each, U/M includes some 
corner blocks, STC £294

£50 NETHERLANDS

342 S Card with six 19th century used issues, 15c imperf, then 1864 (one 
example of each value) and 1869-76 issue two stamps including the 
1c black. Based on cheapest options, cat £500+, cheap reserve,

£60 NETHERLANDS

343 E High values on 4 cards. SG699/701 fine mint (Cat £1,500),; SG742/3 
(cat £800), Total cat £2,300

£400 NETHERLANDS

344 E 1979 Festival of Arts both English and French designs, imperforate 
plate proofs mounted on 'Format International Security printers 
presentation cards. Ex Vanuatu Post Office archives and not to be 
confused with the liquidation imperforate stock. Scarce items, a 
total of 8 proofs. 

£80 NEW HEBRIDES

345 A Large blue stock book with a remaindered dealers stock of mint 
stamps from both English and French New Hebrides. Modest 
duplication in places. Circa 60% is probably George VI period or 
earlier. Mixed condition fair to fine. Must be well over 300 stamps 
ideal for reseller.

£65 NEW HEBRIDES

346 A 1996 - 1999 period, duplicated ex dealers stock of fine used material 
in red four ring binder on Hagner pages. Includes commemorative 
sets, singles and some miniature sheets. Up to 4 of each and all in 
fine condition. Vendor says cat value is circa £1,700 (unchecked by 
us). Ideal lot for retail 

£120 NEW ZEALAND

347 E Hagner sheet containing SG606, 1941 ½d green George VI Coil Joins, 
with numbers 1 to 19 in violet at the join. Number 1 is a pair, 
numbers 2 to 19 are all strips of four. All fine unmounted mint and 
unusual to get all the consecutive numbers together. nice lot

£80 NEW ZEALAND

349 S SG105 2d Pale Blue (Plate 1 worn) PERF 13 (Line) at Dunedin, a good 
used pair with clear 1864 cds on one stamp as part of 'Otago duplex 
cancel'. Cat £380+

£60 NEW ZEALAND

350 S SG156, 12/6d postal fiscal good used example, Cat £170 £60 NEW ZEALAND
352 S SG314x, 9d purple perf 11, Watermark reversed good used with 

double ring cancel, A rare stamp with clear watermark Cat £275
£75 NEW ZEALAND

353 S SG329, 5/- (Mount Cook), WMK Sideways, perf 14, lightly mounted 
mint. Nice copy of an awkward stamp! Cat £225

£110 NEW ZEALAND

354 S SG385/385a, 1/- perf 14 x 15 (Comb), both orange-red and Deep 
Orange-Brown shades. Fine mounted mint, Cat £435.

£225 NEW ZEALAND

356 S SG548a 3d Chocolate, the very scarce perf 14 x 15, issued in 1935, 
fine used with a Napier CDS, cat £425.

£120 NEW ZEALAND

358 S SG586aw, 8d brown watermark sideways inverted, fine unmounted 
mint corner marginal block of four. Cat £240+

£60 NEW ZEALAND

359 S SG85 6d Black-brown on Pelure paper NO WATERMARK, 
imperforate. A fine four margin stamp with a crisp '7' numeral 
obliterator. Cat £250

£70 NEW ZEALAND

360 S SG947, 4c on 2½c Moth, SURCHARGE OFFSET ON REVERSE' fine 
U/M. Campbell Paterson cat NZ$175+

£25 NEW ZEALAND

361 S SG97, 1d vermillion watermark 'NZ' unused no gum. 2½ margins, cat 
£950. Space filler and reserved appropriately

£30 NEW ZEALAND

362 S SGD1a, 1899 ½d postage due with 'No stop after D' variety. From 
R2/3, mounted mint and very clearly the correct stamp. Usual 
irregular perforations for this issue, fresh appearance, Cat £225.

£80 NEW ZEALAND

363 S SGF1, 1d Lilac stamp duty with postal cancel. Postmark clearly dated 
1891, beyond the period of authorised postal use, so almost 
certainly philatelic. Cats £600 used within period.

£90 NEW ZEALAND



364 S SGF164, £3 Green postal fiscal single watermark with Christchurch 
postal cancel, Cat £350

£100 NEW ZEALAND

365 S SGF207, £2.10/- Postal Fiscal. A key stamp in the issues of King 
George VI. This has a fiscal postmark, but a very difficult stamp to 
acquire in any state. 

£110 NEW ZEALAND

366 S SGL28, 2d purple Life Insurance block of six U/M, cat £360 £120 NEW ZEALAND
367 S SGO119, 5/- official in a good used block of four with circular cancel. 

Rare multiple, cat £260+
£90 NEW ZEALAND

372 S SG1 - 9, comprehensive coverage of the George VI issue to 2/6d all 
good to fine used. 25 stamps and vendor says this includes all listed 
shades and papers except for SG5d, 6d and 8a. Good lot for study, 
awkward to find several of these.

£90 NIGERIA

373 S SG31k, 2d 1935 Silver Jubilee, good used with 'Kite and vertical log' 
listed variety. Cat £110

£46 NIGERIA

374 S SG52s, £1 Purple and black/red, lightly mounted mint, overprinted 
SPECIMEN. 

£30 NIGERIA

375 S Southern Nigeria, SG20, 1903-4, £1 Green & violet, fine used. The 
most highly rated stamp of this territory, Cat £1,000

£550 NIGERIA

376 S Southern Nigeria, SG9 10/- Queen Victoria fine used with circular 
postmark, scarce stamp and a nice copy. Cat £300.

£120 NIGERIA

377 S SG107a, 16c perf 14½ - 15 mounted mint, cat £275 £90 NORTH BORNEO
378 S SG136a, 16c perf 14½ - 15 mounted mint. Cat £190 £80 NORTH BORNEO
379 S SG216b, 2c + 3c rose-red Perf 14½ x 15, unmounted mint block of six 

stamps, cat £252+ (as mtd).
£90 NORTH BORNEO

380 S SG44d x 2, 10c blue imperforate block of four, (premium to an 
imperf pair x 2 we imagine). Looks to be U/M, fresh appearance. 
Nice block.

£50 NORTH BORNEO

381 S SG57a, 6c on 10c blue, with 'Large S in Cents' variety, very lightly 
mounted mint. A little grubby, but well clear of the variety, rare 
stamp, cat £850

£300 NORTH BORNEO

383 S SGD42a, 6c black & bistre-brown Postage Due with 'Overprint 
Inverted'. CTO used, Cat £140 as CTO (unknown thus far as 
genuinely used - see SG Part One). 

£70 NORTH BORNEO

384 S SGF3, 1886 10c on 50c violet, used with dumb obliterator (Note, 
these issues were not remaindered). Not often seen, Cat £250

£75 NORTH BORNEO

386 A Used collection 1855 to circa 2000 which occupies about half of a 64 
page SG branded stock book. A little duplicated here and there but 
plenty off ace different items. Pretty decent offerings of the various 
early issues and then a sprinkling of commemorative sets. The later 
period looks to be quite extensive and will fill many gaps. A solid 
one country collection worthy of continuation and expansion, We 
estimate 1,250 to 1,500 stamps. Very attractive reserve under 10p a 
stamp!

£120 NORWAY

387 S SG113 + 113g, 1921-33 George V 10/- x 2 different shades, mtd. 
Mint. Fine and fresh, vendor says Cat £870

£260 NYASALAND

392 S SG130a, ½d Black & buff (McCracken printing), fine u/m upper left 
marginal block of four stamps. Cat £76+

£24 PNG

394 E MS615a, 1948 Culture miniature sheet, notorious for usually being 
in poor condition, this example is very fine unmounted mint, cat 
£350+

£130 POLAND

395 E Thematic issues, Fungi, Folk Costumes, Musical Instruments, and 
Watches all x 50 sets (or more) U/M, Cat £582

£60 POLAND

396 E 1947 Costumes to 1964 Olympics mint and used, Commems plus 
definitive knights to 50esc. The odd minor fault but plenty of 
interest, Stc £1,627

£170 PORTUGAL

397 E 1972-73 on 3 stock pages, near complete range of costumes sand 
has some good Europa issues both mint and used. Much is U/M, Cat 
£694.

£80 PORTUGAL

398 E Europa 1967, SG1312/4 x 30 U/M corner block, cat £900 £110 PORTUGAL



399 E Europa 1971, SG1413/5 x 25 U/M corner blocks, cat £625 £80 PORTUGAL

401 S SG1065/6, 1952 N.A.T.O. commemorative pair, lightly mounted 
mint, Cat £516

£70 PORTUGAL

402 S SG99, 1870-84 240r pale dull lilac scarce stamp, good used,  
Cat.£1,600

£300 PORTUGAL

405 S SG517/27 1906 Jubilee Exhibition, Bucharest set of 11, mounted 
mint with fresh colours. Cat £c£250

£55 ROMANIA

406 E 1956-57 160th Death Anniversary of Robert Burns 40k Yellow brown 
P.12x12½, SG2001 in u/m sheet of 72, Cat.£972

£44 RUSSIA

407 A Green, A4 stock book containing an unmounted mint collection of 
mainly sets and a few miniature sheets 1966 - 1992, very clean 
condition. Catalogue value was over £250 in 2014! In total there are 
125 stamps plus 35 miniature sheets. Nice lot.

£55 RUSSIA

409 E Five stock leaves with 1979 - 1989 definitive and commemorative 
issues in U/M blocks of four. Nice condition, all identified, Cat 
£1,700+

£150 SAN MARINO

410 E 1938-1949, 2c to 75c blue, 10 different values in mint pairs (some 
heavy mounts), Cat £600

£70 SEYCHELLES

411 S SG167, 1932, £1 purple George V, Lightly mounted mint, Cat £180 £85 SIERRA LEONE

413 S SG9, 4d blue, wmk Crown 'CC' sideways, perf 12½mounted mint. 
Some irregular / curtailed perfs, but fresh colour, cat £200

£60 SIERRA LEONE

414 E SG138, 1944 Child Welfare u/m sheetlet of 8 stamps plus label, 
(footnote in catalogue about this item). Awkward to locate..

£30 SLOVAKIA

418 S Griqualand West - SG9da, 1/- green of COGH with Type 4 overprint 
inverted, good used. A rarely seen stamp, which catalogues £1,500.

£160 SOUTH AFRICA

419 A Homelands, Ciskei, Transkei and Venda, U/M stock 1980-1994, 116 
different sets x 10 of each in brown binder. Plenty of thematic 
interest. Good trading stock, STC £2,738.

£400 SOUTH AFRICA

420 S SGO47/47a Both shades mounted mint, Cat £175 £38 SOUTH AFRICA
421 E Transkei, 1976-1992 U/M near complete in blocks / strips on 11 

sheets, good thematics, Cat £480
£80 SOUTH AFRICA

422 S Transvaal (WOLLMARANSSTAD), 1900 3d purple & green, SG5 
stamp of Transvaal overprinted type L3 in blue mounted mint with 
part original gum. Fresh appearance, nice stamp with 2008 Brandon 
certificate of expertisation. Cat £3,500, scarce stamp.

£375 SOUTH AFRICA

423 S SG1b, ½d blue-green imperforate between (vertical pair), very 
lightly mounted mint, not often seen,  cat £1,200

£750 SOUTHERN RHODESIA

424 A 1950-67 period in beige multi ring binder. Fine mint, much is U/M, 
near complete for the period covered inc. better items, 1951 
Isabella, Stamp Day and 1952 Francis Xavier & stamp day, 1954 Holy 
year and many long sets. Cat £1,075

£180 SPAIN

426 E A4 Stock sheet with King George VI first set issues to 5/- (x3) in 
varying small quantities, ideal for checking for the various perfs / 
shades on various values in this issue. 68 stamps in total, Vendor 
says cat £700+

£60 ST. KITTS-NEVIS

427 S 1979 Sudanese postage due re-issue 10m & 20m with Sudan Arms 
WMK, both u/m and in corner marginal plate blocks of 6. Rarely 
seen and highly rated in Yvert at 1200 Euros. Unlisted in SG.

£90 SUDAN

430 E SG260/3 the 1974 Rare Birds set is always popular with Bird 
thematic collectors, this is a holding of 20 unmounted mint sets in 
blocks of 12 and 8 respectively. This is an attractive set that 
catalogues £17 a time so the total catalogue value here is £340

£32 SWA



432 S SG161/175, 1924 U.P.U. set to 5Kr lightly mtd. Mint, a few including 
the 5Kr are U/M, cat £800

£275 SWEDEN

437 S SG457/9, 1945 Peace, 3F, 5F and 10F top values, very fine used all 
with crisp cds cancels. Cat £750

£200 SWITZERLAND

445 E Niaufo'ou, SG19/22, 1983 provisional overprints each value in 
complete sheet of 20 stamps, cat £200+

£25 TONGA

446 E A4 stock card with 300+ mint and (mostly) used stamps 
predominantly values to 1/-. Needs checking / classification and 
ideal for postmarks. Totally unchecked according to vendor and 
likely to be chance of finds here. Looks very messy, is anyone up to 
the challenge?

£130 TRANSVAAL

448 S SG91, 5 Rupees brown of Queen Victoria, lightly mounted mint. £46 UGANDA

450 E SG2256/2305, 1987 Capex / Wildlife sheet unmounted mint. Cat £95 
as basic stamps

£22 USA

451 S 1948 AIR pair, SG137/8, fine U/M Cat £1.015 £250 VATICAN
452 E SGMS176A, 1952 Centenary of first Papal states stamp miniature 

sheet, fine unmounted mint, a somewhat elusive item, cat £450
£130 VATICAN

453 S SG27, 4/- green & carmine very fine used c.t.o., cat £225 £115 ZULULAND
454 S SG17ta 1854-7 1d red-brown small crown perforation 16, cancelled 

by a 'very late usage Maltese Cross' listed in the specialised 
catalogue, cat £800, a difficult and rare postmark.

£110 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

458 S SG54, 1/- pale green embossed cut square with three clear margins, 
just touching at right. Very nice 498 numeral cancellation and quite 
good embossing also. A well above average stamp for this issue, cat 
£1,000

£150 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

461 S SG8m Number 4 in Maltese Cross cancel. The most awkward of 
these numbers to find by a considerable margin! Four just clear to 
good margins and a clear numeral. Cat £600

£100 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

464 S SG127 (EH), 5/- Rose, plate 2 good used with a slightly indistinct 
duplex numeral postmark. Cat £1,500

£150 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

465 S SG183, 10/- Ultramarine, very good used with parts of 2 registered 
oval cancels. A most attractive stamp, Cat £525

£80 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

467 S 1890 Uniform Penny postage Jubilee, 1d pre paid envelope in blue. 
Nice pictorial souvenir printed by Thomas De la Rue & Co. Fresh 
unused condition and now 125 years old

£22 GB POSTAL HISTORY

471 S ½d Simple cypher, imperforate overprinted 'SPECIMEN' type26, we 
think very lightly mint, but possibly unmounted mint, very fresh 
appearance, cat £150 and cheap reserve.

£40 GB KG5

472 s GV 1d Royal Cypher x three imperforate examples, one marginal 
overprinted 'CANCELLED' type 24 (U/M0, then two examples 
overprinted 'SPECIMEN' one is Type 23, the other is type 26. On is 
U/M with a light gum bend. Fresh appearance, total Cat £530

£125 GB KG5

473 S SG438, 1929 Postal Union Congress, £1 Black, u/m. Current dealer 
retail price is circa £675, attractively reserved.

£400 GB KG5

476 E 1980 Greetings Booklet Smilers SGKX1 x 4, unopened, Cat £120 £30 GB QE2 DECIMAL

480 S SGFD4A 70p Dry stone walling booklet, selvedge at left, decent 
perfs, cat £250

£65 GB QE2 DECIMAL

481 S SGNI9ey 5½p Regional for Northern Ireland unmounted mint and 
stated to be 'missing phosphor'. A minute trace shows under a UV 
lamp, but this is almost always the case with this stamp according to 
our resident expert! Cat £250

£28 GB QE2 DECIMAL

482 S SGX841p, 1972 booklet pane from Wedgewood Booklet includes the 
awkward Machin X842 ½p sideband at left. Unmounted mint and 
with very good perfs on the key stamp, cat £60

£14 GB QE2 DECIMAL

485 S SG536/9, 1955 Waterlow Castles definitive set fine lightly mounted 
mint.

£50 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL



486 S SG536a/539a, 1st De La Rue Castles definitive set. Mounted mint. 
The 10/- and £1 very lightly mounted, the 10/- has a crease. The 5/- 
has a hint of a couple of toned perfs. These shortcomings fully 
allowed for in the reserve price.

£90 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

487 S SG595/8, 1959 2nd De La Rue Castles definitive set U/M. £70 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL
488 S SG732Ley, 4d booklet pane of six stamps, Phosphor Omitted, 

unmounted mint. Slight perf trim at top. Cat £45
£14 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

489 S SG743Eva, 1/6d Greenish blue and deep blue, unmounted mint 
cylinder block of 6 stamps with 'Greenish Blue' completely omitted 
from all stamps. Offered with normal cylinder block for comparison. 
Error confirmed by the complete absence of the greenish blue 
cylinder number in the margin. Cat £100 as a  single stamp so this 
cylinder block will be a premium multiple, cat £600++ as basic 
stamps only.

£240 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

490 E SG762 £1 Windsor castle , no watermark high value, block of 20 
comprising the top 5 rows of the sheet with all margins intact. Cat 
£130 as basic stamps and looks very imposing.

£25 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

492 E 1940 Postal Centenary, Robson Lowe illustrated FDC with the 
Bournemouth special postmark, clean and attractive.

£30 GB FDC & COVERS

495 A 1970's and 1980's Machin and Regionals to £5 high values. Range of 
82 covers and FDC's mainly unaddressed and several with 'Windsor' 
PMKS, also spotted Postage Dues to £1 mint & used.

£100 GB FDC & COVERS

496 E 1972 Village Churches, Berkswell Official FDC, handwritten address 
locally within Berkswell. A rarely seen cover and in good condition.

£85 GB FDC & COVERS

497 E 1974 Churchill, 'Philart' first day cover, unaddressed, fine condition 
with 'House of Lords cds postmark.

£85 GB FDC & COVERS

498 E 1977 Queen's Silver Jubilee ICTWO Official FDC, Label addressed 
and a rare beast - try finding another one!

£395 GB FDC & COVERS

499 E 1979 Rowland Hill, 'Skiridd Energy' Official FDC. Nice condition and 
reserved most attractively for this difficult cover.

£140 GB FDC & COVERS

500 E 1981 - 2000 selection of 14 Royal Mail FDC with either House of 
Commons' or 'House of Lords' CDS postmarks. Includes relevant 
issues such as 1992 Accession, 1997 Tudor and 1986 Commonwealth 
Parliament. Good lot and cheap reserve.

£36 GB FDC & COVERS

501 E 1983 Christmas, Tandy Official FDC, a scarce cover that was only 
given to employees of the Company, regularly sells at prices of £500 
and more.

£425 GB FDC & COVERS

503 E 1986 Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference Royal Mail first day 
cover signed by Kenneth Clarke, Ian Duncan-Smith and Sajid Javid.

£55 GB FDC & COVERS

504 E 1986 Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference, Dumfries 
Octocentenary Official First Day Cover. Neat label address in fine 
condition, ignore the catalogue this is a very scarce cover.

£495 GB FDC & COVERS

508 E 1999 Spirit & Faith Zionist Federation Official FDC - rare cover and 
two of the stamps have traffic lights attached. 

£160 GB FDC & COVERS

510 E 2005 Christmas, Dalston Official FDC, it is believed only 22 of this 
cover were ever produced. Scarce item 

£175 GB FDC & COVERS

511 E 2010 Classic Albums - Southern Covers full set official first day cover 
in 'The Clash' (London Calling) design with special postmark in red. 
Only 100 of this cover were ever produced and it has the additional 
distinction of having 9 stamps on the front of the cover, plus the' 
London Calling' stamp on the reverse. Nice limited edition item

£14 GB FDC & COVERS



512 E 2010 Classic Albums - Southern Covers, The Clash' (London Calling) 
design A4 official card bearing the large miniature sheet of this issue 
and with special postmark in red. Just 30 individually numbered 
copies of this item were produced. Rare and collectable item, that 
would also look great framed! Not many FDC's of any type exist of 
this item due to it's large size, Royal Mail did not produce a cover for 
their standing order clients.

£44 GB FDC & COVERS

513 E 2010 Classic Albums Miniature Sheet Buckingham Covers Large size 
card FDC with their special postmark. This official item has been 
autographed by Rick Wakeman and was one of their limited edition 
autographed items for this issue.  This FDC was 'sold out' at issue 
and even unsigned sells for £40. Nice item

£34 GB FDC & COVERS

515 E 2017 David Bowie 'The Berlin Years' Full set Official FDC. Very rare, 
issued by Royal Mail with just 2 stamps on, the 'Heroes' album 
stamp from the set and one stamp from the miniature sheet which 
retailed at £24.95 and was a limited edition of 3,000 items and sold 
out very quickly. This cover has had the other five values from the 
stamp set added and is correctly postmarked. We are advised just 
17 covers are currently known to be like this (of 3,000 issued). A 
most collectable and very scarce cover. Has certificate number 336 
of the issued covers.

£140 GB FDC & COVERS

522 A 1967 - 1990, selection of 25 Collectors Packs U/M in red binder, face 
value £111, Cat £617

£110 GB COLLECTIONS

527 A Channel islands & IOM, 1970 - 1990 Superb U/M in red padded 
Schaubek album, Face value £206 and cat much higher.

£120 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

528 E Channel Islands & Isle of Man, 1980's U/M duplicated selection (up 
to 9 of each), Includes IOM £2 x 4 and Jersey £5 x 9 Total face value 
£112

£60 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

529 E Channel Isles & Isle of Man, 11 Prestige Stamp Booklets with strong 
thematic content (Birds, ships, flowers etc.), total Face Value £104

£70 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

530 E Channel Isles & Isle of Man, 1970's and 80's U/M lot with defs to £2, 
some heavy duplication in part with large blocks, Face £336

£170 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

531 E Channel Isles & isle of Man, 1970's to 90's fine U/M stock including 
sets, mini sheets and defins, Face £280

£140 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

532 E Channel Isles & Isle of Man, Decimal issues to 1980's fine mint with 
slight duplication (up to 3 of each). Values to £5 seen, Total face 
value £218

£110 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

534 E Guernsey & Alderney, 1969 - 1990's 0n 10 stock sheet sides, superb 
U/M, Face value £220, Cat as stamps £639.

£110 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

535 A Guernsey & Alderney, 1969 - 2008 U/M selection in blue stock book. 
Clean lot with £369 decimal face value, cat £1,174.

£240 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

536 E Guernsey & Jersey, 1968 - 1971 range of defins and commems to £1 
plus Postage Dues, many U/M on double sided stock page. Cat £280

£60 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

537 A Guernsey & Jersey, 1969-1972 U/M and fine sued incl. Postage Dues 
plus 1973 - 1990 near complete. Guernsey face £81, jersey Face £88, 
cat £212 as used stamps

£110 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

538 E Guernsey & Jersey, 1973 - 1980 fine mint mostly in sets with values 
to £2 and £5, Face £108

£80 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

544 A Guernsey, 1994 - 2000FDC collection with 79 covers, values to £5, 
total face value £122

£100 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

546 A Guernsey, War time issues to 1999 in brown 64 page stock book, 
mint and used with a little duplication and with postage dues, many 
100's with a high cat value.

£100 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM



547 E Isle of Man, 1970 - 1980 on eight stock sheets, superb U/M stock, 
face value £153, Cat £464

£85 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

549 A Isle of Man, 1973 - 1985, collection in U/M blocks of six, plus 1986-
1990 in single sets, includes definitives £1 to £5, face value £268, cat 
£761.

£160 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

550 E Isle of Man, 1973-1990 U/M, duplicated stock on 7 pages, Face £105, 
various sets in full sheets with face £198

£100 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

556 E Jersey, 1972 - 1995 all different fine used cto collection, sets and 
mini sheets etc. Face value £157, cat £400+ as used

£65 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

560 A Jersey, War time issues through to 2005 in a red 64 page stock book, 
large lot mint and sued minor duplication and a few postage dues. 
High cat

£110 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM


